









?1? It is hard to see what else they could have done in 


















?2? ?in????of?in aid of (365), in back of (552), in 
behalf of (AmE) (2749), in case of (3697), in charge 
of (5756), in consequence of (3719), in (the) face of 
(476, [+the] 5894), in favor of (10860), in front of 
(32843), in lieu of (871), in (the) light of (634; 
[+the] 4139), in need of (2408), in place of (2845), 
in (the) process of (697; [+the] 1685), in quest of 
(957), in respect of (657),in search of (5751), in 
spite of (20739), in view of (5729),
?3? ?in????with??in accordance with (4807), in 
common with (1487), in comparison with (1849), 
in compliance with (431), in conformity with 
(185), in contact with (740), in line with (2507),
?4? ?by????of??by dint of (673), by means of 






A usage-based approach to semantic changes  
of English complex prepositions
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to reveal the semantic nature of English complex prepositions, 
which has not been researched sufficiently. For this purpose, the usage-based approach is used in this 
study. One of the most important findings in this study is that many complex prepositions change their 
original meanings into cause/reason senses.
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(2419), by virtue of (1799), by way of (2653)
?5? ?on????of??on account of (1033), on (the) 
grounds of (214; [+the , 608]), on the matter of 
(168), on pain of (67), on the part of (6036), on the 
strength of (547), on top of (13298),
?6? ?????as far as, as the expense of, at the hands 
of, at variance with, for (the) sake of, for/from 
want of, in addition to, in exchange for, in relation 
to, in return for, with the exception of, with/in 
reference to, with/in regard to, with/in respect to
Schwenter and Traugott?1995????instead of, in 






























????????? Bybee?1998, 2010??Kemmer and 
Barlow?2000?????????????? Bybee














































?10? a. The concert is given in aid of the blind. (42)
  ????????????????????
???




 c. They went in search of Miss Packard. (1165)
  ?????????????????????
?????????????
 d. In view of recent developments we do not 
think this step advisable. (1443)
  ?????????????????????
?????????????
 e. In case of fire, ring the alarm bell.
  ?????????????????????
?????????????????????




 g. In regard to buying new furniture, I think we 
must wait a few months. (1068)
  ??????????????????????
???????????????




 i. by dint of, by virtue of, by means of, by way of
 j. on account of, on (the) ground(s) of, on pain of, 
on the strength of, on the matter of, on the part 





???????????? 67???on the strength of?
















































?11? a. The pen lies on the table.
  ?????????????













?12? Cause-result principle: The unmarked (or only 
possible) linguistic expression for a causal 
relation between two events treats the causing 














































3) COCA?Corpus of Contemporary American English?











7) ?Causality is an important ordering principle of hu-
man perception and human experience, and thus a 
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